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Solutrans 2021: ZF Showcases Advanced Suite of e-CMR,
Digital, Trailer and Aftermarket Technologies
•
•

•

ZF unveils innovative, fully integrated and interoperable e-CMR platform
solution for the paperless transportation of goods world-wide.
Further supporting the digital transformation of fleets across Europe, ZF
will demonstrate its latest AI-based smart software solutions, including
TX-FUELBOTTM, which is at the cutting-edge of fleet fuel optimization.
For the first time since announcing their long-term agreement, ZF and
Goodyear will demonstrate an integrated suite of fleet and tyre
management applications supporting mixed and multi-brand fleets.
Friedrichshafen, Germany. ZF will showcase how its pioneering
technologies, fleet management, trailer and aftermarket solutions are
helping enhance fleet strategies for differentiation at Solutrans 2021, one
of the industry’s largest trade shows for light and heavy commercial
vehicles. ZF will present its industry-leading Fleet Management Solutions
(FMS), including the launch of a new integrated e-CMR platform solution
to support the paperless transportation of goods world-wide. ZF’s
collaboration with Goodyear will also be represented at Solutrans with a
joint demonstration vehicle featuring ZF’s advanced Transics-branded
FMS and Goodyear’s high performing tyre portfolio and mobility solutions.
“At Solutrans, we will highlight how ZF's innovative and continuously
expanding Transics-branded portfolio of digital solutions is helping commercial
fleets accelerate improvements across their value chain,” said Peter Bal,
Business Leader Digital Customer Services EMEA with ZF Commercial Vehicle
Control Systems. “ZF is offering a powerful combination of technologies which
significantly improve fleet efficiency and enhance customer service capabilities
including our new comprehensive e-CMR service to support end-to-end digital
freight processing through a single application.”
ZF’s Fully Integrated and Open E-CMR Platform Solution
Representing the full digitalization and ‘paperless’ transportation of goods
internationally, ZF is offering a new seamless service with an open, integrated
and interoperable e-CMR platform solution to support transporters and
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shippers. Having entered its first partnership agreement with leading e-CMR
platform ‘Collect & Go’, ZF will support all aspects of the electronic
documentation required by shippers, transporters and end customers. With
over 30 countries already accepting e-CMR in what is expected to rapidly
become the industry norm, ZF is supporting early adopter fleets with a
comprehensive support service.
Providing a ‘single-window’ view of the transport and logistics process, ZF’s
solution takes care of the whole electronic document process and is supported
by its Transics-branded TX-FLEX driver app. Designed for ease-of-use by
drivers and with flexibility for fleet managers, TX-FLEX offers a fully
transparent, one-stop shop to manage all elements of a delivery. Drivers can
use the app to obtain electronic signatures, take photos of damaged goods,
scan barcodes and capture any other details that may be relevant to the
delivery or collection.
As an official reseller of leading eCMR platforms, ZF will offer cost-effective
packages that cover the entire process including project management,
training, invoicing and service support. The solution offers significant added
value for fleets including cost savings, not just on paper and printing, but by
significantly reducing administration and manual paper trail processes.
Enhancing the quality of the issuance process, including fully transparent
delivery tracking throughout and trustworthy e-signature verification, it enables
fewer inspection stops to check paperwork, takes security to a higher level
and supports customers enhancing their logistics services.
Find ZF in Hall 5 at Stand 5C 060 and the IT Section in Hall 1C 020
In addition to booth presentations, each morning at 11h30 a speaker from ZF
will present on key developments alongside partners, including Goodyear. At
Solutrans 2021, ZF will also showcase several of its latest technologies
specifically developed to improve fleet safety and efficiency. A product
highlight fact sheet is available at: LINK
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Picture Caption:
At Solutrans 2021, ZF will showcase its latest industry-leading digital, trailer and
aftermarket technologies, including TX-TRAILERPULSE, iEBS, OptiTire and ZF
Smartboard.
Image: ZF
ZF Press contact:
Frank Discher, Commercial Vehicle Technology, Fleet Management Solutions and
Electric Mobility, +49 7541 77-960770, frank.discher@zf.com

ZF Friedrichshafen AG
ZF is a global technology company suppling systems for passenger cars, commercial vehicles
and industrial technology, enabling the next generation of mobility. ZF allows vehicles to see,
think and act. In the four technology domains of Vehicle Motion Control, Integrated Safety,
Automated Driving, and Electric Mobility, ZF offers comprehensive product and software
solutions for established vehicle manufacturers and newly emerging transport and mobility
service providers. ZF electrifies a wide range of vehicle types. With its products, the company
contributes to reducing emissions, protecting the climate and enhancing safe mobility. In fiscal
year 2020, ZF reported sales of €32.6 billion. The company employs more than 150,000
associates at approximately 270 locations in 42 countries.
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